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ABSTRACT 
An iterative method is described which rapidly computes the norm of a nonnega- 
tive matrix A, considered as a mapping from the finite dimensional space t” (n) to the 
space l?P (m). In case r= p=2, the method reduces to the familiar power method for 
determining the largest eigenvalue of the matrix ATA. If the matrix is nonnegative, 
the method still converges but only to a relative maximum which need not be the 
norm, in general. A sequence of vectors is also produced which converges to a vector 
x at which the norm is attained, provided x is a strict nondegenerate maximum. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently the best constants in the finite sections of a number of classical 
inequalities have been asymptotically determined. A complete summary is 
given in Wilf’s book [6]. Th e aim of such results can be regarded as the 
determination of the asymptotic behavior as n+oo of the P norms of the 
n X n principal submatrices of a given infinite matrix. In the classical 
examples, this matrix generally has nonnegative entries. The principal suc- 
cesses have naturally been in the case p =2, although the method of de 
Bruijn [3], as generalized by Ackermans [l], has been used for certain 
inequalities with p # 2, in case the matrix in question is triangular. 
In this paper, we describe a method for rapidly computing the P norms 
of nonnegative matrices, in the hope that this may serve to test conjectures 
concerning finite sections of inequalities not handled in [l], e.g., Hilbert’s 
inequality for p 22. The method is a natural generalization of the well- 
known power method for computing the largest eigenvalue of A*A for a 
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matrix A. Although the method may be applied to matrices with arbitrary 
entries, in general it does not produce the norm of A, but only a relative 
maximum of ~~Ax~~,/~~x~~,; th us we concentrate on the case of nonnegative 
A. The method is also applicable in theory to (some) operators on infinite 
dimensional spaces, but since the iteration cannot be carried out in practice, 
we shall only discuss the finite dimensional case here. 
1. THE POWER METHOD 
In what follows, A will denote an m x n matrix with real entries, and x 
will be an tr x 1 column vector. If 1 < r < cc, we write 
The object of study is the norm 
thus we are considering A as a mapping from i!’ (n) to V’ (n). The case p = r 
and m = n is the most interesting. The functions 4 (t) = 1 tjP_ ‘sgn t appear 
below, and I/+,(X) means the vector with components $, (xi). For convenience, 
we often omit the parentheses and write IJ~(x) = $rx. We shall write (x, y) 
= y rx. As usual p’ = p’( p - 1). 
By differentiation, we find that if x is a critical point of 11 Ar 11 p/II XII ~ with 
x#O and if u= IIA~ll~/llrll~, then 
~~(AT~~(A~))=uP(‘-‘)llxll~-‘)(P-’)~. (I) 
Conversely, all solutions of (1) with UP > 0 are critical values. We call such a 
critical value an (r,p)-singular value of A, and x an (r;p)-singular vector. We 
define the operators S and W by 
Sx= II.III(f-l)(r--P)~f(AT~p(A~)) if r#O (2) 
WX= IISxll;%, if SxfO, (3) 
and Sx=O if x=0, Wx=O if Sx=O. 
The power method consists of choosing X(O) with ll~(~)ll,.= 1 and then 
iterating to obtain x @+l) = W#). One then hopes that IIAx(~)II p will tend to 
IIAll. The success of the method depends on the next result. 
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LEMMA 1. Let x#O and Ax#O. Then SxfO and 
IIA~ll,/ll~ll, < 1IAWl,/llWl. (4 
IIwlr/Il4l,~ IIwrlllwl,. (5) 
Equality holds in (4) or (5) if and only if Sx is a multiple of x so x is an 
(r, p)-singular vector for A. 
Proof. We first establish two related inequalities, the last step in each 
being an application of Holder’s inequality: 
IIWI; = ($,WW = (A =GpAx,x) 
= IIxll~-‘(IC/ISr,x) < lI,ly+1IIsxll;-‘. (6) 
To obtain (4), use (6) to eliminate llAlc/lg from the right member of (7) and 
use the fact that Ax#O. To obtain (5), first substitute Sx for x in (6) to obtain 
IlASxllP < IISXIIP-‘+~~~S~X~~~-‘. 
P’ I I (8) 
Now, raise (7) to the pth power and use (6) and (8) to eliminate ~~Ax~~~ and 
IlAW; entirely from the right member, obtaining an inequality which 
reduces to (5). 
If equality holds in either (4) or (5) then it holds in (6) and hence Sr is 
proportional to x. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1< p,r < 00 and A, S, W be as above. Given x(O) with 
IIx(~)I/~= 1 such that Ax(‘)#O, define x@) by xCk+‘)= WCC@). Then IIx(~)~~,= 1 
for all k and ak= IIAx(~)II p and & = II SX(~)II~-‘)/P are increasing sequences 
which satisfy 
ap < #l?[ < a~-~ak+l 
and which converge to an (r,p)-singular value of A. 
(9) 
Proof. By Lemma 1, {I+} and { &} are increasing, both are bounded by 
[IA 11, and (9) holds. Hence cuk,& converge to a common limit (I, say. A 
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subsequence of {x@)} converges to a limit x, say, and by continuity IIAxi], 
=(I. Since Wx is also a limit point of {x@)}, we also have IIAWxI],=a so 
IIAWlp=41WIr~ which implies equality in (4) and hence that x is an 
(r, p)-singular vector. 
2. NONNEGATIVE MATRICES 
Suppose A > 0 and x > 0. Then we define m(x) and M(x) to be the largest 
and smallest numbers, respectively, for which 
m(x)xj<(Sx)i<M(x)xi, i=l,..., n. (IO) 
Clearly, l]A]lP > l]AxllF > nap-’ if I]xI],= 1. Less clearly, we have 
llAllP < M(x)~-~, ifr>O, andp<r (II) 
(see [2, Theorem l] and [6, p. 691). As a corollary of (11) it follows that if 
A > 0 and Sx= aP(‘-‘)r has a solution with x >O, then u = I]A]l, for if 
Sx= UP@‘-% then M(x)‘-‘= up > ]]AI]P, but up< ]lAl]P always holds. 
THEOREM 2. Let A > 0 and 1 < p < r < co, and let A TA be irreducible. 
Let x(O)>0 Jlx@II =l and let x (4 be a.s in Theorem 1. Then IIAx(~)II and 
rn(~(~))(~-‘)~P bothrincrease to l]A]] while M(x(~))(‘-‘)/~ decreases to II~lI. 
Proof. Since A TA is irreducible it is easily shown that if Sx=Xx with x > 0, 
X #O, then in fact x > 0. By the proof of Theorem 2, a subsequence of xck) 
converges to x a solution of Sx = u PC’- ‘)x. The above discussion shows x > 0 
hence u = ]]A I] by the remarks preceding this theorem. 
The proof that M(x(~)) decreases and m(xck)) increases follows easily from 
the definition of S, and uses p < r. The convergence of these sequences to 
l]A]] follows from the convergence to x of a subsequence of xck). 
3. CONVERGENCE TO SINGULAR VECTORS 
In order to prove convergence of xck) to the singular vector x we consider 
the linearization of W at x. We write 6W(x; h) = lim,,,e - ‘( W(x + eh) - 
Wx), whenever this limit exists. 
LEMMAS. Let 1 < p,r < co and suppose x satisfies Sx#O. In addition, if 
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l<p<2 assume (A~)~#Ofor all i, and if 2<r< cc, assume (Sx)j#O for all 
i. Then for any h, 
6W(x;h)=(p-1)(r’-1)~~Sx~~;(‘-‘){(Wx~2-Z(x;h)- Wx(Wx,L(x;h))}, 
(12) 
where L(x; h)=AT(IArlpP2Ah), the product in parenthesis being the com- 
ponentwise product of the two vectors. 
Proof. Uses SqP(x; h) = (p - 1)IxlPP2h and the chain rule. 
LEMMAS. Let x be an (r,p)-singular vector of A, and assume xi #O for 
all i. Define a norm on n-vectors by Ilhll.=(IxI’-2,1h12). Then SW(x; *) 
contracts in this norm if and only if x is a relative maximum for 11 Axll p on 
{x: IIxljr= I}, and is a strict contraction if and only if x is a non&generate 
strict relative maximum. 
Proof. If we write Bh=Ix12-Z(x;h) and [g,h]=(lxl’-2g,h) then B is 
symmetric and positive definite with respect to this inner product and hence 
has an orthonormal set of eigenvectors h,, . . . ,h,,. We can choose h, = x since 
Bx = apx, and we may assume A, > * . . > A,_, are the other eigenvalues. 
These eigenvalues are the critical values of the Rayleigh quotient (IAxlpP2,- 
lAhl”>/<lxl’-“, lh12>. Th e ei ‘g envalues of 6W(x; .) are, by (12), 
Yi=(p-l)(r’-l)u-Phi, i=l,...,n-1 (13) 
and v,,=O. By computing the Hessian R”(0) for R(E)=IIA(x+eh)llp/I/x+ 
ch II ~, we find that R “(0) < 0 for (rc/,x, h) = 0 is equivalent to vi < 1 for all i. If 
x is nondegenerate, then vi < 1 for all i. Thus, for any h, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let x@) be as in Theorem 1 and IIAx(k)llp-+a where 
Sx = oP( - %. Suppose x is a strict relative maximum and that xi #O for all i. 
Then x(~)-+=x geometrically with ratio v1 where v1 < 1 is the largest eigenva- 
Zue of 6W(x; e). 
In particular, if A is nonnegative and A TA is irreducible, p < r, and 
x(‘)>O, then xCk)-+x geometrically, where IIAxllp= IlAll. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, 6W(x; *) contracts in the norm II hll x so (14) holds. 
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By continuity of 6W( y; h) as a function of y at x, given E > 0 the following 
holds for I] y-x]], < 8, say: 
II6W( Yd4l, ((VI+ wdl,. (15) 
As in Theorem 1, there is a subsequence of x@) converging to x, hence a k 
with ]]x@)--~]].<6. Write y(t)=(l-t)x+t#and then 
P+l)-X= Wdk’-- wx=pw( y(t); x(k)-xpt; 
hence using (15) with y = y(t) we have 
IIX (k+l)-Xll.~(yl+~)llX(k)--XII. 
proving the geometric convergence. 
If A is nonnegative and A TA is irreducible, then we have seen that x > 0, 
and hence L(x; h) is nonnegative and irreducible, having nonzero elements 
in the same locations as does A TA. Since u = IlAx]] p is an absolute maximum 
we have vi < 1, hence (13) shows that X, < up=&. Thus up is the dominant 
eigenvalue of L(x; h) and by the Perron-Frobenius theorem [5, p. 491 is 
simple. Thus, in fact, hi < up so vi < 1, proving the theorem. 
REMARKS. 1. The hypothesis in Theorem 3 that xi #O for all i can be 
relaxed and in fact entirely removed if the matrix A has all its entries 
nonzero. 
2. By use of Lemma 3, one can show the existence of continuous 
branches X(T,P) of relative maxima, and that ]]Ax(r,p)]lp on such a branch is 
a log-convex function of (l/r,l/p), a result related to the Riesz-Thorin 
theorem [4, p. 3061. 
4. EXAMPLES 
1. Let A be the 4 X 4 Hadamard matrix which is a circulant with first row 
(- 1, 1, l,l). For this matrix, we can show that 
To see this, we use the elementary facts that ]]AJ]r,oo=41’f, ]]A]]1,p=41’P 
and IIAL,s = 2. If r < p < T’, we interpolate between (2,2) and (1,s) by the 
Riesz-Thorin theorem to obtain ]]A]],p &4l/P with equality since ]]Axi((p 
=4’/P if xi = (l,O,O,O)T. If p > max (T,T’) then interpolation between (2,2) 
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and (s, 00) yields IIAll,,p = 411r’ with equality holding for x, = ( - 1, 1, 1,l)r. If 
p < r, we use the fact that IIAlloo,P is attained at an extreme point of Em to 
see that IIAllm,p = max (4,2*4l/P) attained for X, or X, = (1, 1, 1, l)T. By duality 
IIA I( r,r = max (4,2*4l/‘), and by interpolation between (2,2) and (~0,s) or 
(s, 1) we obtain (17). 
Observe that SW(x,; h) = 0 and 6W(x,; h) ~0 so we would expect rapid 
convergence to these points of the power method. On the other hand 
6 W( x3; h) = ( p - l)( r’ - l)( h - 4- ‘x,( xs, h)) which contracts only if p < r. For 
p < T and 1 < p < 2, the absolute maximum x3 does not attract as strongly as 
the relative maximum x2. 
2. We have applied the power method numerically to a number of 
examples. We start with an arbitrary choice of x(O) and (Y = l/p = 0.05, say, 
and iterate to obtain llAll,,, and a maximizing vector x(p) to the required 
accuracy. We then increase (11 by 0.05 and use the previously obtained x(p) 
as an initial vector until we reach (Y = 0.95. 
In this way, we obtained ~~A~~,,, for the 10X 10 Hilbert matrix for 
(Y =0.00(0.05)1.00 to six-figure accuracy with at most three iterations for 
each value of p. 
A number of other examples were tried with matrices whose entries are 
not all of one sign. Although it was possible to follow branches of relative 
maxima for long intervals of LY by the above method, the lack of a criterion 
for determining whether one of the relative maxima is IIA IIP+ makes the 
method of little practical interest for such matrices, in contrast to nonnega- 
tive matrices, where Theorems 2 and 3 guarantee the success of the method. 
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